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In a famous passage, of which the import is discussed in the preceding articles by H. Kurz [1] and F.
Antal,[2] William Hogarth speaks of his programme of "painting and engraving modern moral
subjects." Its wording may be taken to imply that he knew of "ancient moral subjects" and, indeed,
there was no shortage of examples of this genre mentioned in classical literature. The most famous
and most influential of these is the Tabula Cebetis—a dialogue purporting to describe a vast
panoramic painting of human life in allegorical terms.[3] Among the episodes depicting the dangers
besetting the path of the frail human pilgrim occurs a description of the temptations to which Fortune's
favourites are exposed. It may be quoted here in an eighteenth-century translation which should
facilitate a comparison with Hogarth's tale.
Do you see then, continues the Gentleman, how the Passage through this Gate, leads you into
another Court upon an Ascent, and that there are several women dress'd like Wenches, standing at
the Portal? I see them. I must tell you then, their quality is very Coarse, two of them are Lewdness
and Luxury, and the other Flattery and Covetousness.
And what do they Stand staring here for? To spy out those to whom Fortune has been any thing kind.
And what then?
Then they appear mightily transported, make up to them with great Endearingness, and ply them
strongly with Compliment and Flattery : They invite them to settle them in Satisfaction ; and that
without the least Intermission, or Incumbrance whatsoever. Now those who are gain'd to Libertinism
with this Courtship, think themselves in a delicate way, and are strangely pleased with their choice at
first. But after some time when they begin to recollect, they perceive the Entertainment was nothing
but a Visionary Cheat; and instead of a Regale, they have been pray'd upon, and ill used.
Now when Men come to this pass, and have spent all that Fortune had furnish'd them with, they are
forced to go to service to these Women; and here all manner of Affronts and scandalous Practises
must be digested : They must bear with every thing, and boggle at nothing : They must Cheat, or
betray their Trust, pick a Pocket, or rob a Church, as occasion serves. And when all these Tricks fail
them, they are sent to the House of Correction.
And how are they handled? Dont you see, says he, a little Door opening into a narrow, dark place? I
do; and several ugly, sluttish Women in Rags, are the Inhabitants. You are right. And to describe
them to you; she with the Whip in her Hand is called Discipline, she with the Head bending down to
her knees is Grief, she that tears her Hair is Pain: But pray, said I, whatt ill-look'd Skeleton of a Fellow
is that, with ne'er a Tatter to his Limbs, and that Woman too by him, that is Beauty enough to be his
Sister?
You have guessed the Relation exactly, and to satisfy your Question the Man is complaining Sorrow
and that Sister of his is Despair. To this Company the Rakes above mention'd are sent, where they
are maul'd and mortified sufficiently, and after they have gone through their Exercise in this Bridewell,
they are committed to Gaol, where Unhappiness is their Keeper: and here they are fast for their Lifetime, unless they happen to light upon Repentance."[4]
Did Hogarth know this description? The elements of its cautionary tale are too generalized and too
widespread for us to be certain.[5] Indeed some of its episodes are closer to Hogarth's pictorial
source, the 'Vita del Lascivo,'[6] than to Hogarth's own series, the `Rake's Progress.' For in the Italian
series, as in the classical author, the main emphasis is on the victim's loss of fortune and consequent
enslavement and crimes. Since the Tabula Cebetis was a popular moral tract in Italy as well as in
Germany and England it was very probably among the fountain heads of this general tradition on
which Hogarth drew.[7]

Did he also know it directly? Here the evidence is somewhat elusive, but there are two indications
which suggest that the prestige of the classical picture may really have encouraged Hogarth in his
new departure. One concerns the tradition of the text, the other that of the illustrations. Following
eighteenth-century practice, the translators of the text had already gone a certain stretch of the way
towards "modernizing" the "moral subject" of the Tabula. The dwelling of sorrow and despair in the
classical text is called Bridewell, the place where Hogarth's Harlot has to suffer under the whip of
discipline, and the hero is called a Rake without licence from the text. Nor is this tendency to
transform the allegory into a genre picture of contemporary temptations confined to the one
translation quoted. Six years later, in 1707, there appeared a versified paraphrase of the Tabula by "a
Lady"[8] which reads even more like Hogarth, particularly if we keep in mind that it purports to
describe an actual painting:
"These Tawdry things the Vices do display
Who do to Fortune's Fav'rites Homage pay
Invite their strutting Worships to partake,
The luscious Banquet sensual pleasures make.
Drunk with Deceit they post to Promis'd Joy,
Gorge to Excess their greedy stomachs cloy,
Then surfeited like Beasts lie down and sprawl,
Sleep, grunt and snore, then wake and yawning call
Their dear She Friends, but all in vain they find
Their Pockets pick'd, not one poor souse behind . .."
To re-translate such a verbal picture into paint would be a challenge to a mind like Hogarth's.[9]
Moreover, if he rummaged in bookshops and at the print sellers, he would soon find earlier attempts
to reconstruct the Philosophic Picture.[10] One of them, dated 1670, is by the Dutch artist whose work
foreshadows Hogarth in more than one respect Romeyn de Hooghe.[11] Despite their crudeness the
"characters" with which he peoples his panorama of human life seem to be closer to Hogarth's
personages than the protagonists of the Italian series (Pl. 53a). Among the followers of Fortune, in
particular, are some which seem ready to step on to Hogarth's stage (Pl. 53b).
There is no need to overstress this connection. Hogarth's scene remains firmly set in the England of
his days. Yet it may add to our sense of perspective if we realize that somewhere behind the welldesigned London stage-props the vista extends not only to Italy but even to ancient Greece, to that far
distant Temple of Kronos where the mysterious Cebes first instructed a painter how to translate the
perils and triumphs of human life into visual terms.[12]
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